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Season Greetings

What do
trainees say?
About Earthwatch:
“A highlight of the current issues that
affect our planet and what we can
do inschools to help children
become more involved. Including
nature in children’s studies will
ensure they are more in touch with
what is around them. It will remove
the ‘abstract’ nature of the
environment as they will beable to
see, smell and touch it for real. “

The LETTA team would
like to thank everyone
for their support and
handwork, especially
during these
challenging times. We
would like to wish you
and your family, health, happiness,
peace and prosperity this
Christmas and in the coming New
Year.

Professional e-learning
Mentors and trainees have been
sent a list of optional e-learning
activities. This is to complement
school and centre-based training
during periods of self-isolation and
bubble closures.

Mentor training

About Early Literacy:
“The process of learning to read is a
bit like putting Ikea furniture
together. You need to have the
correct tools to be able to apply the
building. You must model being a
writer and sounding out! You are the
best resource in the classroom!!!”

We had Zoom mentor briefings for
both main and placement
mentors. It gave everyone an
opportunity to discuss target
setting and mentor reports.

Mentor report
We have listened to feedback and
streamlined our mentor report to
reflect the changes we have had
to face due to Covid-19. There is
now only one autumn report per
trainee.

Visible Classroom

About Working Scientifically:
“I have taken away a lot from
today’s session, for example –
incorporating exploratory learning
and direct instruction and how they
work together side by side and both
techniques bring positives to
support learning.” Working
Scientifically

This is a LETTA first,
We will be participating
in John Hattie’s Visible
Classroom project.
Trainees will be
recording five lessons in
the first two weeks of Spring 1. The
analysis and findings of the report
will be used to support professional
discussions with trainees during
mentor meetings and tutorials.

As we come to the end of 2020, we
are wrapping up a busy half term. We
have covered a vast range of topics
on centre-based training.

Training
In autumn 2 we have covered:

Phonics & Early Reading Vicky Wright&
Olly Woodward, Columbia Primary
School
Climate Change, Water Pollution and
Sustainability Earthwatch
@earthwatch_org
Assessment for Learning
Daisy Christodoulou
daisychristodoulou.com
Maths Mastery Rob Cleary
Katie Blaydes, Sandringham Primary
School
English: Film education / literacy fiction Chris Whitney @chris_litcons
On-line safety Selda Ziya, LBTH
Early literacy, Nicole Gurvidi, LBTH
@nicolegurvidi
English- Writing/fiction/
vocab/grammar Lindsay
Pickton
EAL / Multilingual learners Christine
Chen
Early Maths Fran Paffard
Maths Max Lawson. Maths
Hub Lead, Asst Head at
London Fields Primary
Science- Working Scientifically Ben
Sperring, LETTA tutor
Drama for communication
& Inclusion Half Moon
Theatre
@HalfMoonTheatre

